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FA Front 3.13 
FA Front 3.13 provides you with tools to translate FA Front’s user interface to any language and to 
override texts shown on the user interface directly in FA Front. 

Translating FA Front to different languages 

Version 3.13 provides you with tools to better manage translating FA Front to different languages. 
These tools allow you to translate FA Front’s client-facing user interface to any language and override 
any existing texts within the client-facing components. Before, FA Front was fully available only in 
English, Finnish, Swedish and Norwegian, and the tools to translate FA Front to other languages were 
incomplete. In addition, overriding the built-in translations was done through FA Back, forcing you to 
use the same texts in both applications. Now, FA Front provides you with extensive tools to translate 
FA Front to your client’s language, and apply your desired translations only in FA Front. 

You can manage your translations through Translations configuration in Preferences. You can either 

® Manually edit translations, allowing you to manage 
your translations through a large table. This allows 
you to easily adjust individual texts and translations. 

® Manage translations through CSV files, allowing you 
to manage your translations through a file on your 
computer. You can choose to work with all texts, 
only texts you’ve translated before, or restore your 
previous texts. This allows you to easily mass-
modify all your translations in different languages, 
for example to translate everything from scratch – 
download your texts as a separate file, edit them 
with a spreadsheet, and upload everything back in. 

Translations are available only for client-facing components, allowing you to define texts visible to 
your end-users when they log in. Old, built-in texts are still available, but you can now override them 
to your liking. Available translations include fixed menu items, column headers for your tables, and 
fixed items within charts and other components. You can still translate your menu and component 
titles through their configurations, and translations for shared setting, such as transaction types, 
security types or allocations, are still picked up from FA Back. In addition, you can define translations 
for certain processes. Translations are not available for custom profile data or admin user preferences. 

Note that enabling a new language in FA Front requires administrative configurations under the hood. 


